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ABSTRACT

In this paper we give a fairly complete survey of the available results on the control of

arrival and service rates for both single queue and networks of queues. We also study two

M/M/l queues in series. At the first queue, the arrival and the service rates are chosen

in pair from a finite set whenever the queue lengths at both queues change. Each choice

has a switching cost depending on the chosen rates and the queue lengths. At the second

queue, the arrival and the service rates are fixed. Our objective is to find a policy for

dynamically choosing rates, based on the current rates and queue lengths that minimizes

the expected total discounted cost over a finite horizon, numerical results are given.

Introduction

The search for optimal control policy in queueing control

problems can be simplified if it is known that the optimal policy

has a special structure , eg, "bang-bang" or "switch curve'.Many

researchers have studied the problem of control of arrival
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and service rates. It- is usually assumed that a holding cost, is

charged according to the number of customers in the queue.

Rewards are gained when customers enter the queue and costs are

paid while customers are served. Expected total discounted or

time-average is to be minimized by controlling the arrival and/or

service rate. In many circumstances, it turns out that the optimal

arrival and service rates are respectively nonincreasing and

nondecreasing in the number of customers in the queue. In section

1 we review some of the latter researches which discuss the

problem of control of the arrival and service rates. In section 2

we develop the model for our problem. In section 3 we derive the

mathematical model for the problem. In section 4, we give

numerical results. Conclusions and future research are given in

section 5.

1.Literature Review

1.a—Service rate Control in a Single Queue

Lippman [ 1 1 was the first who discussed the problem of

service rate control in a single queue. His model operates as

follows:

Jobs arrive from a Poisson process with mean arrival rate X, all

jobs enter the system. After it enters the system the job goes

into service immediately if the server is free, otherwise, it

joins the <inf inite-capacity> queue. The single server performs

services according to an exponential distribution with mean

service rate fj where fj can be chosen froin a compact set A which
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contains a maximal element fj corresponding to the service r a t e \JL,

the system incurs a service cost a t ra te C</j> per unit time, where

C<0>=0. A holding cost h was charged per unit time per Job in the

system. At r a t e a > 0 future costs are continuously discounted.

The objective was to minimize the total expected discounted cost

over an infinite horizon. Defining V<D:= minimum to t a l expected

discounted cost over an infinite horizon, s ta r t ing from state i.

This optimal value function sat isf ies the following optimality

equations:

VCi>= min

where V<-l>s=VC0>=0. He assumed tha t the server produces

potential service completions a t the constant r a t e fj. Also he

assumed t h a t if action \J is in effect then with probability (j^V a

potential service completion is t reated as an actual service

completion and the s t a t e changes from i to i-1. If the

probability was Cp-/j>/yj then i t is t reated as a fictit ious service

completion C "null event" > and the s t a t e does not change. Note

tha t subtracting Ĉ j-/u)VCi> from both sides of Cl.l> shows tha t the

resulting semi Markov decision process is equivalent to one in

which the system is only observed a t arrivals and actual

completions. An alternative version of the optimality equations

equivalent to C1.1D is the following equations:

VCi>= h i+ \ VCi+l>+p VCO+min [

JJ e IO,p]
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then it- follows that the optimal service rate will be

non-decreasing in i if VCi>-VCi~l> is no n-decreasing in i that is

if V is convex, the quantity VCi>-VCi-l> is the net benefit of a

service completion in s ta te i. The larger this benefit, the

faster the system should serve. He proved that VCi) is convex by

using the value iteration method. He also proved the optimality

of a monotonic policy for the n-siage problem.

l.b-Arrival and Service Rates Control in a Single Queue

Now we discuss a single M/M/i queue with control of both

arrival and service rates. Lu and Serfozo 121 studied an M/M/l

queueing decision process in which the arrival and service rates

are chosen from a finite set whenever the queue length changes.

They considered that each choice has a switching cost depending on

the chosen rates and those currently in use. They also considered

a usage cost depending on the chosen rates and the queue length.

Both of the switching and the usage cost functions are sub-modular

and satisfy additional technical conditions. The system objective

was to find a policy for dynamically choosing the rates based on

the current rates and the queue length. They chose this policy

that minimize the expected total discounted cost or average cost

over an infinite horizon. They proved that there is a monotone

hysteretic optimal policy in which the arrival and service rates

are decreasing and increasing respectively, in the queue length,

there was a hysteresis in the change of the actions due to the

switching costs. They established the result by showing that such

optimal policies exist for an equivalent discrete-time random walk
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decision process. Their results confirm a decade-old conjecture

that the M/M/l queue has a monotone hysteretic optimal control

policy.

l.c—Arrivals Process Control to Two Queues in Series

Many authors have considered the control of two queues in

series. Ghoneim [3],Ghoneim and Stidham [4) studied two

exponential servers in series mean service rates JJI and pz>, each

with infinite capacity queue. Arrivals t,o queue i are from a

Poisson process with mean arrival rate Xi,i=l,2. Jobs arriving to

queue i must go to queue 2 after finishing service at server 1.

Jobs arriving to queue 2 leave the system after finishing service

at server 2. They showed that \L are nonincreasing in the number

of customers in either queue.

l.d-Control of Services to Two Queues in Series

Z. Rosberg, P. Varaiya and J. Wai rand t51 considered two

M/M/l service stations in tandem in which customers arrive in a

Poisson stream. The service rate U e tO,al at station 1 was to be

selected as a function of the state Cxi,X2> where xi was the

number of customers in station i. They considered that the

instantaneous cost is linear in the waiting times at the two

stations ctxi+c2X2. Their objective was to show that policies

which minimize the total expected discounted or long-run average

cost are switched-over. That is, the optimal policy is
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characterized by a switching curve S : U=a or U=0 accordingly as

xi > SCx2> or xi < SCx2>. The optimal S can be interpreted as the

condition that xi ^ SCx2) if and only if in the s tate Cxi,x2>, the

marginal increase in the expected cost is the same whether a

marginal customer is added to the queue at 1 or at 2. This

interpretation also explains the fact that the optimal S is

monotonically increasing- They assumed that this problem differs

from the problem in a single server in two respects. The first-

concerns the convexity of the value function. In a single server

model,the s ta te space is one dimensional, and showing convexity of

value function using the optimality equations is usually

sufficient for proving switchover of the optimal policy. In the

problem of two server models, the state space is two dimensional,

and the proof of convexity does not follow directly from the

optimality equations. Their proof was based upon finding an

equivalent linear programming problem and deducing convexity from

the duality theory. The second difference concerns the analysis

of the case of long-run average cost. In single server models, it

is usually trivial to show ergodicity of t.he optimal process for

the discounted case. The average cost is then treated as a limit

of the discounted case, while in this problem of two

servers models, the optimal process for the discounted case can be

non-ergodic and so the case of average cost cannot be treated as

the limit of the discounted case. They transformed their problem

into one wi-Lh discrete time, then they used the equivalent- linear-

programming problem to prove convexity of the value function, then

they used the optimalit-y conditions and convexity to show that the
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optimal policy is switchover for the finite horizon and discounted

problems, then they treated the average cost to show ergodicity.

Hajek 16] considered that a system consists of two interacting

service stations. The evolution of the system is influenced by a

possibly time-varying state-dependent control with values

Z=Ca,d,ri2,rzi:> in tO,l] . He considered that the new customer

arrives at station 1 in a Poisson stream of rate Xi and in station

2 in a Poisson stream of rate X.z, There exists a third sequence of

arrivals which occur in a Poisson stream of rate X. He also considered

that a customer in this stream arriving at time t is routed to

station 1 with probability aCt) and to station 2 otherwise.

Customers are served at station 1 by an exponential server at rate

/JI and they are served at station 2 by an exponential server at

rate /J2. In addition the stations share an exponential server of

rate \A when devotes a proportion of effort dCt) to station 1 and

proportion of effort 1-dCt) to station 2. The customer departs

from the system after being served by one of these three servers.

Finally he considered that there are two more exponential servers.

One of rate ui at station 1 and one of rate uz at station 2. If

at time t such server at station 1 (respectively, station 2>

completes service for a customer, that customer immediately routed

to the other station with probability r±z(t> < respectively, with

probability r2i Ct> > and otherwise it remains in the same

station. He also assumed that the instantaneous cost is a linear

combination C<x>=Cixi-K̂ zx2 where Cl and C2 are nonnegative and

that a nonnegative discount rate ex is in effect. He proved that

the optimal policy is of a Switch type.
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l . e -Ser l e s of Queues with Control of Arrivals and/or Services

Stidham and Weber I7i discussed the problem of control of a

cycle of m queues, in which a job tha t completes service a t node

(queue) i goes to node (queue) i+1. Jobs from outside the system

enter* node i a t mean ra te Xi according to a Poisson process which

is not subject to control. There is a single exponential server

a t node i who performs services a t mean ra te jJi, which can be

chosen from the interval [O,/Al. A service cost at ra te CtĈ /O

per unit time is incurred while the service rate fJi is in effect,

where Ci(.) is non-negative and continuous, with Gl<0>=0. The

number of jobs in node i is denoted by Xi and a s t a t e of the

system by the vector X=<Xi,...,XnO. In s t a t e X, the system incurs

holding cost h<x>=£ hiXxO per unit time, where each function

hi<xt> is non-negative and convex <but necessarily

non-decreasing). At rate o< > 0,future costs are continuously

discounted. The objective was to minimize the total expected

discounted cost over an infinite horizon. They showed that an

optimal policy has the following property, which was called

transition monotonicity: After a service completion at node i, the

optimal service rate at node i does not increase and the optimal

service rates at other nodes does not decrease. They proved that

the optimal function V(x> is multi-modular by a value-iteration

induction, where VCx) is the minimum total discounted cost over an

infinite horizon starting from state x.

These results can be applied to a series of queues

Ci=l,2,...,m-1)> with control of a Poisson arrival process with
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mean rate X at, the first* node, by adding to the series a dummy

node m, with no holding cost and an infinite supply of jobs,

and letting that dummy node receive all output from node m~l and

generates all input to node i. Serving at rate 0 or at rate /jm=\

at the dummy node corresponds to rejecting or accepting arrivals

to the first node in the series. The service cost CmC/Jm) at the

dummy node is the negative of the reward r earned when an arriving

job is accepted at node 1. The monotonicity result referred to

above implies that the benefit of accepting an arriving job does

not decrease as another job is transferred from any node j in the

series to node j+1, or as a job is removed from any node j in the

series. Thus an optimal admission-control policy will be more

likely to accept if either of these two types of state change is

made, which generalizes the result above. Although the present

model implicity assumes that the service rate at each of the nodes

in series is also controllable, the results apply to a system with

fixed service rates, as long as the marginal holding costs do not

increase from node i to node i+l,i=l>2,...>m-l. For in this case

the problem with fixed service rates is equivalent to one in which

service rates are controllable but the service-cost rate function

is identically zero at each node; in the latter problem it will

always optimal to serve at the maximal rate and hence accelerate

the movement of a Job to a cheaper node at no cost. This orderng

of the marginal costs implies that each holding cost function

hiXxO is non- decreasing, since the marginal holding cost at node

m is identically zero.
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2-Model ;-

In this paper we study two M/M/l queues in series. At, the

f i r s t queue, the arrival and service r a t e s are chosen in pair from

a finite se t whenever the queue lengths a t both queues changes.

Each choice has a switching cost depending on the chosen ra tes and

the queue lengths. At the second queue, the arrival and service

r a t e s are fixed. Customers who finish their services a t the f i r s t

queue enter the second queue. Our objective is to find a policy

for dynamically choosing ra tes , based on the current r a t e s and

queue length tha t minimizes the expected to ta l discounted cost

over a finite horizon a t each s tar t ing Ci,j>. At each customer

arrival or service completion, the queue lengths and the current

arrival and service r a t e s observed, and then the arrival ra te and

the service r a t e pair is chosen from a finite s e t for use until

the next arrival and/or service completion. Customers arrive a t

the f i r s t queue in a Poisson stream and also they are served by a

Poisson stream. Both of the arrival and the service r a t e s are

chosen from a finite se t <C\i,pi5,CXi,/jz>,...,<Xm>/jTn>> where

\k > O,pk > 0 for all k where k=<l,2,...,m>, Xi > \z > ...> \m and

JJI< MZ - •-• — AJ™ A customer who finishes his servicing at queue

one, goes on to queue two. The customers are served a t queue two

by an exponential server a t a r a t e v> The current queue length is

IxJ=<0,l,2, ...>x<0,l,2,. ..>. Let a =CXa,AJa>, a e A =<l,2,...,m>

be the se t of all possible pairs of arrival and service r a t e s

Now let d e A then:
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DGhoose a e A Ci.e <\a.,/Ja>>.

2)Each choice has a switching cost, depending on t-he chosen ra tes

and the current, rates S'Cd,a>, we assume that, S'Ca,a>"=0.

3>Each choice has a usage cost- depending on the service ra tes and

the queue length C-Ci^a) discounted at ra te ex > 0 where j is the

second queue length.

4)The system operates with the pair a until the next arrival or

departure, i.e for a length of" time equal to

exp<-<\a+Ma6Ci)+v6Cj>» where 6Ci)=0 if i=0 and <5<i>=l if i> 1.

3-The Dynamic Programming Formulation

Now we formulate the mathematical model of the system by

defining Vn, as the value function of the process which sa t i s f ies

the following optimally equations:

VnCi,jfd>=min <S'<

where

Uniformizing the process via the null-events (See Lippman [8J> we get

min<S'td,a> <ot+Q> +C'<i,j,

a e A

-\a-pCi> Vn-lC'i,jfa)> C3.2>
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Now let. us make some subst i tut ions a s follows:

be a d i scoun t value , Pa^Xa/CXi+^m+iO &

CCi>j,a>=C'Ci,j,a>/<a+\i+/jm+LJ>. S u b s t i t u t i n g in equa t ion C3.2> by

/3,Pa,Qa,Q,SCd,a>,OCi,j,a:> we g e t

Vn(i,j,d>=min <SCd,a)+Wn-iCi,j,a)> C3.3>

where

+QVn-iCi,j-l,a>+<:i-Pa-Qa-Q)Vn-ia,j,a» C3.4>

4-Numerical Results :-

In order to show our numerical results we will choose

k=<i,2> so we will make a comparison between two different pairs

<Xi,/ji> and C\2,p2> only. The numerical results for different

parameter show that the s t ructure of the optimal policy has a

Switching Curve form. A typical form is given in Fig C1X

5-Conclusions and Future Research

We have showed numerical ly t h a t t h e opt imal policy, f o r t h e

model considered, is characterized by a switching curve.

Unfortunately ,we could not use induction to prove the existence

of such optimal policy s t ructure . We tried to assume different
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conditions such as convexity, sub-convexity, and super-modularity,

but none of them worked. The res t r i c t ion of choosing the

control variables, the arrival r a t e and service r a t e in pair a t

the f i r s t node makes the decision process so difficult to

construct a theore t ica l proof of this model. I t is our conjecture

tha t such a proper ty can be proved theoretically if we consider

linear cos ts only by using the technique of Linear Programming

instead of Dynamic Programming used in this work.
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